artists and help them to obtain
funds to continue the amazing
energy and enthusiasm for the
art program?
Henry and his team put on their
thinking caps. The result is a fun
and stunning birthday calendar
that can be used year after year.
Each month, with its colorful
pictures describes the class, the
Kibble for Thought Lesson being
taught, and the art task that was
given to each class. Henry is not
a guy to waste time. He knows
that apple season is coming
and the holidays soon to follow.
So, he and his team are proud
to announce that the birthday
calendar is now available at the
Julian Elementary School. The
price: $10, a purr-fect holiday
gift for everyone on your list. It
comes in a plastic envelope and
each month will remind all of us
of the creativity within each of us.
In these hard economic times
we cannot wait for others to
make things happen, we need to
teach our children to create their
own opportunities to support
the things they want and love.
WE encourage the students,
the merchants, all who can to
spread the word and sell these
calendars. For every calendar
a child sells, $7 will go to the
elementary school for materials
to continue giving children
these important opportunities. If
merchants want to sell them, half
of that $7 can go to them and
half to the school. Henry wants
it to be a win/win for everyone
in the town and has some other
wonderful new projects up his
paw. Help him complete his
mission to enable his pals at
Julian Elementary to continue to
express themselves in paw-sitive
ways. Buy lots of calendars for
all your friends. We guarantee
you will smile each time you turn
the page and will be amazed at
the art work of these friends of
Henrys.

Julian, CA.

The year program culminated in Henry’s World Week. With the
creativity and tireless work of two Sacramento teachers, Sue Anne
Foster Phd and Sharon Tiner, a gallery of incredible art work was
created in three days. Each class had two forty- five minute sessions.
Their work was on display in June at the library but the next question
became, how do we capture the beauty of the work of these young
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Henry, the three-legged cat rescued in Julian in 2004 continues to
reach out with his remaining front paw to help art programs continue
at school.
The elementary school partnered with the Henry’s World team to
implement “The Just Me Project”. The program is built on the natural
love and trust that children hold for animals. It teaches emotional
literacy and builds collaboration through the animals and the empathy
the children feel toward them. The story of the animals in Henry’s life
is accompanied by an amazing art education opportunity for boys
and girls, that had significant and quantifiable results for students.
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Per-Pet-ual Birthday Calendar
Now Available At Julian
Elementary

